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Sometimes we ran from pillar to post looking for solution of problems affecting our lives
without knowing we can solve the problem by ourselves.

 

I am a 36 year old man from ADAMAWA REGION.l have been experiencing some strange
happenings in my home and my place of work for about two years ago.I have been looking for
solution all these while not knowing i can solve it by myself.

 

The strange experience had cost me a lot of money going from one hospital to another, but all
without remedy. The strange happenings was the voice of a cat in my home and place of work.
Anytime I heard the voice, my body system will change and within few days i will land in the
hospital. I don't  rare cat or animal in my home or place of work.

 

This strange development continue to affect my life and drained my pocket. Strangely enough
the voice will be heard whenever i receives my monthly salary .As soon as i finishes spending
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my pay on hospital bills and drug the ailment will ceased.

 

Surprisingly, the incident always happens to me on every three months .I have spent my
salaries from hand to mouth without any saving. One day i decided to explain this strange and
evil experience to a colleague who introduced me to Dr Francis Spiritual Home and solution
center, PHONE or WhatsApp +237-654-522-583. In my life that was the first time i visited a
spiritual home because i became tired of visiting the hospitals without permanent solution .

 

The spiritualist didn't charge me for any money, but showed a leaf to me and directed me to
have plenty of it and put it at the four corners of my house, room and place of work. I didn't
know the name of the leave , but it is a common leave around us 

 

As someone eagerly looking for solution to a strange happenings bedeviling my life. I decided to
buy some quantity of the leaves from Dr Francis healing home because trial has no error. The
spiritualist directed me to place it at the 4 corners of my house, room and place of work to drive
away the strange evil voice.

 

Behold, since i bought the leaves and placed it as directed by the spiritualist.The strange cat
voice that normally put me to hospital in every three months have disappeared till today.

 

According to the spiritualist the leaf is having dominion over all forces of darkness, evil spirits
and principalities on earth. I have tried it and will continue to keep it by my side.

 

The leaf is powerful and  protective to every human being on earth. You may desire to have
yours,if you are threatened by the enemies.
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